CALL FOR APPLICANTS:
The StOries Project

Current and recent graduates are invited to apply to an innovative program of reading, discussion and creative writing.

The StOries Project: Strangers to Ourselves is an alternative training program, grounded in research, reflection and creative writing. Selected participants use creative and literary writing to generate insights about contested notions of identity and diversity in the contemporary Canadian context.

Through the program, participants receive:
- Inspiration and expert coaching in creative writing
- Opportunities to participate in collaborative learning about the complex dilemmas of identity
- An honorarium for contributing final work to a group anthology

The StOries Project: Strangers to Ourselves is led by Anna Triandafyllidou and Alka Kumar of the Canada Excellence Research Chair in Migration and Integration program at Ryerson University.

Application deadline: May 20, 2021

Please visit our website for details on eligibility requirements and how to apply.

www.ryerson.ca/cerc-migration/stories